C6128  CO LAU  (VIETNAM, 1993)
(Other titles: Arundinaceous cane)

Credits: director, Vuong Duc; writer, Le Hoai Nguyen; story, Nguyen Minh Chau.
Cast: Don Duong, Thuong Thuong Huyen, Hong Son, Tran Hanh, Minh Chau.
Summary: Melodrama set in North Vietnam in the 1970s. Luc, a North Vietnamese
soldier, leaves his elderly father and young wife Thai to fight in the South.
On a rainy night, Thai finds a soldier’s body floating in the river and
believing it to be Luc, buries it. Thai remarries a photographer named Quang
and takes Luc’s father to live with her new husband. After the liberation, Luc
returns with the soldiers of his unit to look for their missing comrade. He
discovers Thai has remarried and although they still love one another, Luc
realizes their lives have grown apart.

“Co lau = Arudinaceous cane” Danh muc phim truyen Viet Nam, 1987-1997 –
Catalogue of Vietnamese feature films Ha Noi: Vien nghe thuat va Luu tru
dien anh Viet Nam, 1999. (p. 152)